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Field Solver

I Poisson equation: −∆φ = ρ needs to be solved to get potential in
electrostatic PIC

I Two major approaches: Differential equation based methods, Integral
equation based methods

I Differential equation based methods:
I Approximate the Laplacian by finite difference, finite element or any other

stencil based method
I Solve the resulting linear system by direct or iterative methods
I Useful for solving problems with arbitrary geometries1 and Dirichlet,

Neumann or Robin type BCs

I Integral equation based methods:
I Start with φ(x , y , z) =

∫ ∫ ∫
dx ′dy ′dz ′ρ(x ′, y ′, z ′)G(x − x ′, y − y ′, z − z ′),

where G is the Green’s function
I Use FFT-based methods to compute the integral efficiently and accurately
I Very useful for open BCs as it is usually not very clear how to solve them

with differential based methods
I Restrictions on geometry (mostly box-type)

1Finite difference cannot be straight-away used with some complicated geometries



Conjugate Gradient Algorithm2

1: r0 := ρ− Aφ0

2: if ||r0|| < ε, return φ0 as result
3: p0 := r0

4: k := 0
5: while not converged do

6: αk :=
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7: φk+1 := φk + αkpk

8: rk+1 := rk − αkApk

9: if ||rk+1|| < ε, exit

10: βk :=
rᵀ
k+1
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11: pk+1 := rk+1 + βkpk

12: k := k + 1
13: end while

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjugate_gradient_method

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjugate_gradient_method


Important ingredients for the project

I Two main ingredients: Action of matrix A on a vector (note that we do
not need the matrix itself, this is the principle of matrix-free methods),
Inner product and norm

I In IPPL all the vectors in the previous slide are fields
I Action of matrix A on a vector

I In IPPL we have the laplace(.) function which returns the action of
Laplacian on an IPPL field.

I Aφ :=laplace(phi), Ap :=laplace(p), where phi and p are IPPL fields with
appropriate BCs

I Inner product and norm
I Inner product and norm of IPPL field r can be calculated like this

r = r * r;
double innerProduct = r.sum();
double rnorm = sqrt(innerProduct);

I In principle, most of the things needed for the algorithm are already there
in IPPL. Please look at TestField2.cpp, TestField3.cpp and
TestFieldBC.cpp under test/ directory of IPPL repo

I Try to make the operations more efficient in terms of memory storage
etc., test the scalability and implement the preconditioned version
(diagonal, geometric multigrid) of CG algorithm if time permits



FFT-based Poisson solver

I φ(x , y , z) =
∫ ∫ ∫

dx ′dy ′dz ′ρ(x ′, y ′, z ′)G(x − x ′, y − y ′, z − z ′)

I Discretize the above integral

φi,j,k = hxhyhz

Mx∑
i′=1

My∑
j′=1

Mz∑
k′=1

ρi′,j′,k′Gi−i′,j−j′,k−k′

I Real space convolution requires O(N2) operations, whereas using FFT we
need only O(Nlog(N)) operations, where N = MxMyMz

I Important steps
I Zero pad the domain to make it twice along the non-periodic directions
I Compute the Green’s function and take the FFT of both G and ρ
I Then,

φi,j,k = hxhyhz FFT−1{(FFT{ρi,j,k})(FFT{Gi,j,k})}
I This is known as Hockney’s trick in the literature as originally proposed

in R. W. Hockney, The potential calculation and some applications,
Methods Comput. Phys. 9, 136–210 (1970)



FFT-based Poisson solver contd.

I The transforms are already in IPPL with the help of heFFTe

I Clone/download the source code of OPAL and in
src/Solvers/FFTPoissonSolver.cpp the Hockney’s trick is implemented.
You can look at computePotential in that file

I Hockney’s trick is of second-order accurate, basically with a different
choice of regularizing the singular free space Green’s function we can get
spectrally-accurate method F. Vico, L. Greengard, & M. Ferrando, Fast
convolution with free-space Green’s functions. Journal of Comp. Physics,
323, 191-203 (2016)

I We are interested in knowing whether the choice and accuracy of the
solvers affect the results of physical benchmarks like Hose instability

I Also of interest is the scalability and parallel performance of the solver



Load balancing and domain decomposition

I IPPL currently does a recursive bisection on the fields without taking into
account the location of particles

I For non-uniform particle distributions, e.g., Gaussian, this creates a large
load imbalance in terms of particles per core. Since, in PIC number of
particles are much greater than the grid points this can significantly
affect performance in certain applications

I For particle load balancing fields need to be decomposed taking into
account the particle locations

I Particle load balancing steps
I Perform a scatter operation and get number density of particles on the field
I Use the number density as weights and do a weighted recursive bisection

on the fieldlayout
I Copy the data in the existing fields to the modified fieldlayout



Weighted orthogonal recursive bisection

I Check out the branch ippl-orig from the IPPL repo which corresponds to
IPPL 1.0 version

I See BinaryRepartition in ParticleBalancer.hpp which is in src/Particle. This
is called from myUpdate() function in the example test/particle/PIC3d.cpp

I The majority of the algorithm is in CalcBinaryRepartition in
BinaryBalancer.hpp which is in src/FieldLayout

I It is inspired from Dan QuinLan’s Multilevel Load Balancing (MLB)
algorithm https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/460786

I Important steps:
I Choose the longest axis of the domain as the “cut-axis”
I Perform parallel reductions along all the dimensions perpendicular to the

cut-axis and fill a 1D array
I Find the location of the median of that array and perform the cut in the

domain
I Performs log2(P) number of reductions, where P is the number of

processors and the algorithm currently works only for processors which are
powers of 2

I There is lot of scope for improvement both in terms of algorithm
and HPC implementation and this can serve as a starting point

https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/460786

